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1. General description

The NXP MIFARE SAM AV2 hardware solution is the ideal add-on for reader devices 

offering additional security services. Supporting TDEA, AES and RSA capabilities, it offers 

secure storage and secure communication in a variety of infrastructures.

Unlike other products in the field, MIFARE SAM AV2 has proven interoperability with all of 

NXP's broad card portfolio, (MIFARE Ultralight, MIFARE Ultralight C, MIFARE 1K, 

MIFARE 4K, MIFARE Plus, MIFARE DESFire, MIFARE DESFire EV1 and SmartMX 

solutions), making it the most versatile and secure SAM solution on the market today.

Secured communication

When used in combination with a reader IC supporting innovative "X" features, MIFARE 

SAM AV2 provides a significant boost in performance to the reader along with faster 

communication between reader and module. The "X" feature is a new way to use the SAM 

in a system, with SAM connected to the microcontroller and the reader IC simultaneously. 

The one variant, identified with T1AD2060, can be connected to RC52X contactless 

reader ICs, the other variant, identified T1AR1070, can be connected to RC663 using the 

X-feature. Apart from the difference in the interface, both variants have the same 

functionality.

The connection between the SAM and the reader is performed using security protocols 

based on either symmetric cryptography (TDEA and AES) or PKI RSA asymmetric 

cryptography. The protocols comply with the state-of-art standards and thereby ensure 

data confidentiality and integrity.

2. Features and benefits

2.1 Cryptography

 Supports MIFARE Crypto1, TDEA (Triple DES encryption algorithm), RSA and AES 

cryptography

 Supports MIFARE Ultralight, MIFARE Ultralight C, MIFARE 1K, MIFARE 4K, 

MIFARE Plus, MIFARE DESFire, MIFARE DESFire EV1

 Secure storage and updating of keys (key usage counters)

 128 key entries for symmetric cryptography and 3 RSA key entries for asymmetric 

cryptography

 TDEA and AES based key diversification

 Offline cryptography
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2.2 Communication

 Up to four logical channels; simultaneous multiple card support

 Support for DESFire and MIFARE Plus authentication (with related secure messaging 

and session key generation)

 Secure Host to SAM and back end to SAM communication with symmetric 

cryptography 3 pass authentication for confidentiality and integrity

 Support high speed baud rates up to 1.5 Mbit/s

 Secure Host to SAM and back end to SAM communication with RSA based 

cryptography

 Support ISO/IEC 7816 baud rates

 True random number generator (TRNG) 

2.3 Delivery types

 Available in wafer, PCM 1.1 module, or HVQFN package

3. Applications

 Access management

 Public transport

 Loyalty programs

 Micro payment

4. Quick reference data

 

5. Ordering information

 

Table 1. Quick reference data

VDD; VSS = 0 V; Tamb = 25 C to +85 C

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unit

VDD supply voltage Class A: 5 V range 4.5 5.0 5.5 V

Class B: 3 V range 2.7 3.0 3.3 V

Table 2. Ordering information

Type number Package 

Name Description Version

P5DF081X0/T1AD2060 PCM1.1 contact chip card module (super 35 mm tape format, 

8 contact), minimum order quantity: 10.000

SOT658-1

P5DF081X0/T1AD2060S PCM1.1 contact chip card module (super 35 mm tape format, 

8 contact), minimum order quantity: 1.000

SOT658-1

P5DF081HN/T1AD2060 HVQFN32 plastic thermal enhanced very thin quad flat package; no 

leads; 32 terminals; body 5 x 5 x 0.85 mm

SOT617-3

P5DF081UA/T1AD2060 FCC sawn wafer 150 mm on film frame carrier -

P5DF081X0/T1AR1070 PCM1.1 contact chip card module (super 35 mm tape format, 

8 contact), minimum order quantity: 10.000

SOT658-1
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P5DF081X0/T1AR1070S PCM1.1 contact chip card module (super 35 mm tape format, 

8 contact), minimum order quantity: 1.000

SOT658-1

P5DF081HN/T1AR1070 HVQFN32 plastic thermal enhanced very thin quad flat package; no 

leads; 32 terminals; body 5 x 5 x 0.85 mm

SOT617-3

P5DF081UA/T1AR1070 FCC sawn wafer 150 mm on film frame carrier -

Table 2. Ordering information …continued

Type number Package 

Name Description Version
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6. Block diagram

 

Fig 1. Block diagram
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7. Pinning information

7.1 Pinning
 

7.2 Pinning
 

7.3 Pin description
 

Fig 2. Pin configuration PCM1.1
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Table 3. Pin description PCM 1.1 MIFARE SAM AV2

ISO/IEC 7816 MIFARE SAM AV2

Pad Symbol Symbol Pad Description

C1 VCC VCC C1 power supply voltage input

C2 RST RST_N C2 reset input, active LOW

C3 CLK CLK_N C3 clock input

C4 reserved n.c. C4 n.c.

C5 GND GND C5 ground (reference voltage) input
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C6 VPP IO3 C6 used for I2C communication to RC52x or RC663 (SCLK)

C7 IO1 IO1 C7 input/output for serial data (host communication)

C8 reserved IO2 C8 used for I2C communication to RC52x or RC663 

Table 4. Pin description HVQFN32 MIFARE SAM AV2

HVQFN32 MIFARE SAM AV2

Pad Symbol Symbol Pad Description

1 VSS GND 1 ground (reference voltage) input

2 n.c. n.c. 2 not connected

3 IO3 IO3 3 used for I2C communication to RC

4 n.c. n.c. 4 not connected

5 IO1 IO1 5 input/output for serial data (host communication)

6 LB n/a 6 not used

7 IO2 IO2 7 used for I2C communication to RC (SDATA)

8 DM n/a 8 not used

9 n.c. n.c. 9 not connected

10 n.c. n.c. 10 not connected

11 n.c. n.c. 11 not connected

12 n.c. n.c. 12 not connected

13 n.c. n.c. 13 not connected

14 n.c. n.c. 14 not connected

15 n.c. n.c. 15 not connected

16 n.c. n.c. 16 not connected

17 DP n/a 17 not used

18 CLK CLK_N 18 clock input

19 n.c. n.c. 19 not connected

20 n.c. n.c. 20 not connected

21 n.c. n.c. 21 not connected

22 RSTN RST_N 22 reset input, active LOW

23 LA n/a 23 not used

24 VCC VCC 24 power supply voltage input

Table 3. Pin description PCM 1.1 MIFARE SAM AV2 …continued

ISO/IEC 7816 MIFARE SAM AV2

Pad Symbol Symbol Pad Description
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8. Functional specification

8.1 Hardware interface

8.1.1 Contact interface

The pad assignment and the electrical characteristics are fully compliant with 

ISO/IEC 7816 (part 2 and part 3). The MIFARE SAM AV2 operates with Class A and 

Class B interface devices. An internal charge pump provides the EEPROM programming 

voltage. Note that pad C6 is not a programming voltage input but is an output line for the 

clock signal for I2C communication to the RC52x or RC663 reader chip. Pad C8 is used 

as data line to the reader chip. These two pads for connection to the RC52x or RC663 are 

the only ones deviating from the ISO standard pin assignment.

8.1.2 External clock frequency and bit rates

The basic operation frequency of the MIFARE SAM AV2 is 3.5712 MHz. With this 

frequency the following standard bit rates can be reached using ISO/IEC 7816 

transmission factors F and D.

The MIFARE SAM AV2 supports significantly higher transmission speeds.

The maximum specified bit rate in any case is 1.5 Mbit/s.

8.1.3 Card operation procedures

All card operation procedures (activation, cold reset, warm reset and deactivation) are 

fully compliant with Ref. 19, Chapter 5.

8.2 Transmission procedure and communication

8.2.1 Protocol activation sequence

All subsequently described operations are compliant with ISO/IEC 7816-3.

8.2.1.1 Answer To Reset (ATR)

The MIFARE SAM AV2 offers two modes of operation identified by different ATRs. 

A negotiable mode where the bit rate has to be adjusted via a PPS request and a specific 

mode where the MIFARE SAM AV2 switches automatically to F = 128 and D = 32 (highest 

possible speed) after sending the ATR. Starting with the negotiable mode, the mode of 

operation is switched after every warm reset.

After a cold reset, the card sends the following ATR to the terminal.

 

Table 5. ATR after cold reset

Character Value Meaning

TS 3Bh initial character; setting up direct convention

T0 DFh TA(1), TC(1), TD(1) are present; number of 

historical characters is 15

TA(1) 18h F = 372; D = 12

TC(1) FFh no extra guard time needed; N = 255

TD(1) 81h TD(2) is present; protocol T = 1
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After this ATR, the card is in the negotiable mode and waits for a PPS request. If a warm 

reset is issued, the MIFARE SAM AV2 switches the mode of operation, enters the specific 

mode and sends the following ATR.

 

After every future warm reset, the mode of operation and therefore also the ATR is toggled 

with the ATR after cold reset.

TD(2) F1h TA(3), TB(3), TC(3) and TD(3) are present; protocol 

T = 1

TA(3) FEh Information field size of the card = 254

TB(3) 43h BWT indicator = 4; CWT indicator = 3

TC(3) 00h error detection code = LRC

TD(3) 3Fh TA and TB for T = 15 is present; protocol T = 15 

(qualifies global interface bytes)

TA(after T = 15) 03h clock stop not supported; Class A, Class B 

TB(after T = 15) 83h Proprietary use of C6 (IO3, reception of serial data 

from RC52x or RC663)

Historical bytes 4Dh, 49h, 46h, 41h, 52h, 

45h, 20h, 50h, 6Ch, 75h, 

73h, 20h, 53h, 41h, 4Dh

ASCII value of “MIFARE Plus SAM”

TCK 3B check character

Table 6. ATR after warm reset

Character Value Meaning

TS 3Bh initial character; setting up direct convention

T0 DFh TA(1), TC(1) and TD(1) are present; number of 

historical characters is 15

TA(1) 18h F = 128 and D = 32

TC(1) FFh no extra guard time needed; N = 255

TD(1) 81h TA(2) and TD(2) are present; protocol T = 1

TA(2) F1h specific mode byte: capable of changing the mode 

of operation; parameters defined by interface bytes; 

protocol T = 1

TD(2) FEh TA(3), TB(3), TC(3), TD(3) are present; protocol 

T = 1

TA(3) 43h information field size of the card = 254

TB(3) 00h BWT indicator = 4; CWT indicator = 3

TC(3) 3Fh error detection code = LRC

TD(3) 07h TA and TB for T = 15 is present, protocol T = 15 

(qualifies global interface bytes)

TA(after T = 15) 83h clock stop not supported, Class A and Class B 

TB(after T = 15) 18h Proprietary use of C6 (IO3, reception of serial data 

from RC52x or RC663)

Historical bytes 4Dh, 49h, 46h, 41h, 52h, 

45h, 20h, 50h, 6Ch, 75h, 

73h, 20h, 53h, 41h, 4Dh

ASCII value of “MIFARE Plus SAM”

TCK 98h check character

Table 5. ATR after cold reset …continued

Character Value Meaning
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8.2.1.2 Protocol and Parameter Selection (PPS exchange)

The PPS command allows to individually select the transmission factors and the 

communication protocol.

The PPS was successful if the response exactly echoes the request.

8.2.2 Protocol T = 1

The MIFARE SAM AV2 offers a T = 1 protocol which is fully compliant with ISO/IEC 

7816-3, Chapter 9.

For details on how to calculate the resulting time-outs, refer to ISO/IEC 7816-3, Chapter 

9.5.

8.2.3 APDU structure

All instructions sent to the MIFARE SAM AV2 have to be coded into an APDU structure 

according to ISO/IEC 7816-4 and inserted into the information field of one or more 

I-Blocks.

The commands do not belong to the inter-industry class. The coding of the command and 

response pairs is proprietary, only the structure is compliant with ISO/IEC 7816-4.

8.2.4 UID/serial number

The MIFARE SAM AV2 IC features a 7 byte unique serial number that is programmed into 

a locked part of the non-volatile memory that is reserved for the manufacturer. This UID is 

fixed and cannot be changed.

8.3 MIFARE SAM AV1 compatibility mode vs. MIFARE SAM AV2 mode

Unless stated explicitly otherwise, all information in this document refer to both the 

MIFARE SAM AV1 compatibility mode and to the pure MIFARE SAM AV2 mode. 

Commands only available in pure MIFARE SAM AV2 mode are flagged as "AV2 only". 

Differences for commands different in SAM AV2 with respect to their corresponding SAM 

AV1 compatibility version are listed explicitly as well. 

The main differences between the AV1 compatibility mode and the AV2 mode are the 

following:

• PKI commands are only available in AV2 mode

• AV2 mode introduces key classes: Host Keys, PICC keys, OfflineChange keys and 

OfflineCrypto keys. All symmetric key entries are classified into one of them, 

restricting the possible usage of the key entry.

• AV2 mode improves the SAM access protection by replacing the AV1 compatibility 

Host Authentication protocols with more secure variants.

• AV2 mode improves the SAM-Host communication protection by replacing the AV1 

compatibility increased security mode (based on CMACing) by three modes of secure 

messaging after a host authentication (Plain, MAC Protection and Full Protection).

• AV2 mode replaces and adds some key entry configuration options, offering more 

flexibility in securing the SAM (e.g. regarding key dumping).
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8.4 Cryptography and key handling

8.4.1 Cryptography

AV1 compatibility mode supports symmetric key cryptographic algorithms while MIFARE 

SAM AV2 mode supports both symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. 

8.4.1.1 Symmetric key cryptography

MIFARE SAM AV2 offers support in several commands for various symmetric key 

cryptographic algorithms.

DES and TDEA

DES keys (56 bit) and 2TDEA keys (112 bit) are stored in 16 byte strings. 3TDEA keys 

(168 bits) are stored in 24 byte strings.

DES keys (56 bit) are stored in the same format as the 2TDEA keys: the DES key is 

stored twice to form a 2 key TDEA key where the 2 keys are identical.

AES

AES keys are stored in strings of 16 bytes or 24 bytes depending on whether it is an AES 

128-bit key or an AES 192-bit key.

AES always operates on 16 bytes. Therefore data streams are always padded to a length 

of multiples of 16 bytes.

For details of the AES standard please refer to publicly available standard (Ref. 31).

AES MACing

MIFARE SAM AV2 supports standard CMAC [ref. 15] for AES. Padding is done according 

to the standard. By default, the CMAC is truncated to 8 bytes, except if requested 

explicitly otherwise by the user (SAM_Generate_MAC and SAM_Verify_MAC 

commands).

An alternate MAC truncation scheme is used for MIFARE Plus commands for the AV2 

mode SAM-Host communication protection and possible via SAM_Generate_MAC and 

SAM_Verify_MAC commands.

MIFARE Classic

MIFARE SAM AV2 supports MIFARE Classic Crypto-1 authentication and encryption.

8.4.1.2 Asymmetric key cryptography (MIFARE SAM AV2 mode only)

MIFARE SAM AV2 supports RSA encryption, decryption, signature generation and 

signature verification according to Ref. 16. These algorithms are available in AV2 mode 

via the PKI commands.

RSA encryption and decryption: The PKI functionalities of the MIFARE SAM AV2 

support RSA decryption. It is used by the PKI_UpdateKeyEntries command. The 

supported algorithm is RSAES-OAEP Ref. 16 The OAEP padding requires a hashing 

function and a Mask Generation Function (MGF). For the MGF, the SAM supports SHA-1, 

SHA-224 and SHA-256 for hashing (see Ref. 9 for the various SHA variants); the MGF 

used is the one specified by (Ref. 17 §B.2.1). 
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RSA signature generation and verification: The PKI functionalities of MIFARE SAM 

AV2 support RSA signature handling. It is used by the PKI_GenerateSignature, 

PKI_VerifySignatures and PKI_UpdateKeyEntries commands. The supported algorithm is 

RSASSA-PSS (see Ref. 16). The PKI_GenerateSignature and PKI_VerifySignatures 

commands expect the already hashed message mHash as input. The initial hash 

operation (Step 1 and 2 of EMSA-PSS-Encode and EMSA-PSS-Verify, Ref. 16) is not 

calculated by this function.

Hashing algorithms (MIFARE SAM AV2 only): MIFARE SAM AV2 supports SHA-1, 

SHA-224 and SHA-256 for hashing according to Ref. 17. These hashing algorithms are 

available in AV2 mode via the PKI_GenerateHash command.

8.4.2 Key diversification

MIFARE SAM AV2 provides several key diversification methods. In both AV1 compatibility 

mode and in MIFARE SAM AV2 mode, the MIFARE SAM AV1 key diversification methods 

and new MIFARE SAM AV2 key diversification methods are available; however for AV2 

only commands (i.e. MFP commands and the ULC_AuthenticatePICC) only the new 

MIFARE SAM AV2 diversification methods are available. 

8.4.3 Key Storage (MIFARE SAM AV1 compatibility mode)

MIFARE SAM AV2 in AV1 compatibility mode can only store symmetric keys.

MIFARE SAM AV2 can store up to 128 symmetric keys in up to 3 versions (only 2 versions 

possible for 3TDEA keys and AES-192 keys).

8.4.3.1 Symmetric keys

The MIFARE SAM AV2 uses a Key Storage Table (KST) in order to store and manage 

keys and attributes related to keys.

The KST holds 128 entries. Every entry contains positions to store three DES, three 

2TDEA, two 3TDEA, three AES128, two AES192 or six MIFARE keys plus their attributes.

Every key entry is referred to by its index, the KeyNo.

Key reference number: KeyNo is the index of the entry in the KST and can have the 

value 00h to 7Fh.

Key reference number of change entry key: The 1-byte field holds the KeyNo that is 

necessary for authentication to run a SAM_ChangeKeyEntry command.

The value FEh disables the need for authentication for key load.

The value FFh irreversibly locks the entire key entry.

Key version of change entry key: The 1-byte field holds the key version within the key 

entry specified for the change entry key. The key version has to be in the range of 00h to 

FFh. 

Reference number of key usage counter: The 1-byte field holds the reference number 

of the key usage counter entry which is automatically incremented each time this key 

entry is used for authentication, see Section 8.4.6.
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8.4.4 Key Storage (MIFARE SAM AV2 mode)

MIFARE SAM AV2 in MIFARE SAM AV2 mode can store both symmetric and asymmetric 

keys.

8.4.4.1 Symmetric keys

MIFARE SAM AV2 can store up to 128 symmetric keys in up to 3 versions (only 2 versions 

possible for 3TDEA keys and AES-192 keys) There only difference in the content of a key 

entry compared to AV1 compatibility mode is the addition of an ExtSET byte with 

extended configuration settings, as can be seen in Table 14.

Storage and configuration options: Next to the addition of the ExtSET byte, part of the 

SET configuration settings got redefined when comparing AV2 mode to the AV1 

compatibility mode.

Four classes of keys are distinguished which restrict the possible usage of a key entry to 

part of the SAM functionality:

1. Host Keys: used for protecting the SAM-Host communication (see Section 8.5) These 

keys are restricted to the AES key types.

2. PICC Keys: used for the card communication; depending on the key type they can be 

used for authenticating and communicating with a MIFARE Plus, DESFire, MIFARE 

Classic and/or MIFARE Ultralight C card

3. OfflineChange Keys: used for some key management commands, to allow offline 

preparation of the cryptograms for these commands (compared to when the key 

management is done with Host Keys) These keys are restricted to the AES key types.

4. OfflineCrypto Keys: used for offline crypto operations: e.g. for communication with the 

backend or for writing encrypted data on a MIFARE Plus Slim or MIFARE Ultralight 

(C) card.

Note that the key classes are mutual exclusive: one key cannot belong to more than 1 of 

these classes.

KST reset when activating MIFARE SAM AV2 mode: From MIFARE SAM AV2 mode 

on, the keys stored in the KST are identified as Host, PICC, OfflineChange or 

OfflineCrypto Keys. For this reason the KST is reset when activating MIFARE SAM AV2 

mode, as it is not clear how to assign the existing keys to one of the classes automatically.

8.4.4.2 Asymmetric keys

MIFARE SAM AV2 can store 2 RSA public key pairs and one RSA public key.MIFARE 

SAM AV2 supports RSA keys with a modulus with a size from 256 bit (i.e. 32 bytes) up to 

2048 bit (i.e. 256 bytes).

PKI Key Storage Table: MIFARE SAM AV2 uses a PKI Key Storage Table (PKI_KST) in 

order to store and manage RSA asymmetric key pairs (i.e. private and public keys) and 

the attributes related to keys. The PKI_KST holds 3 entries. 
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8.4.5 Key versioning

The MIFARE SAM AV2 reserves three bytes in a key entry to store the version of the three 

available keys in the entry. This version byte contains the key version for all kinds of keys 

(DES, TDEA, AES and MIFARE). The version information must be included separately in 

every key entry of type AES or MIFARE when it is updated by the ChangeKeyEntry 

command.

8.4.6 Key usage counters

In order to count and limit the number of authentications a key entry can be used for, 

MIFARE SAM AV2 stores a table of 16 key usage counter entries, 00h to 0Fh, which are 

automatically incremented each time a defined key entry is used for authentication. 

Multiple key entries can use the same counter.

8.4.6.1 Reference number

The property RefNoKUC codes the reference number of the key usage counter. 

RefNoKUC is the index of the entry in the table and can have the value 00h to 0Fh, 

therefore 16 key usage counters can be stored.

8.4.6.2 Limit

This field stores the current limit for this key usage counter. It is only possible to use a key 

that is linked to this counter for authentication if the current value (see below) is smaller 

than the current limit. As soon as the current value is equal to, or higher than, the current 

limit, the usage of all key entries linked to this counter is prohibited.

8.4.6.3 Key reference number to change the current KUC entry

In order to change the KUC, a successful authentication by the host application of the 

MIFARE SAM AV2 is necessary. The KeyNoCKUC defines the reference number of the 

KST which is used for this. 

8.4.6.4 Key version to change the current KUC entry

The 1-byte field holds the key version within the key entry specified to change the KUC 

entry. The key version has to be in the range of 00h to FFh. The MIFARE SAM AV2 will 

automatically select the appropriate key from one of three positions in the entry that has 

the specified version number. 

8.4.6.5 Current value

The CurVal field stores the current value of this key usage counter. It is possible to use all 

keys referring to this counter for authentication only if the current value is smaller than the 

current limit.

8.5 SAM - Host communication

8.5.1 General principles for SAM-Host protection

MIFARE SAM AV2 supports two different modes: AV1 compatibility mode and MIFARE 

SAM AV2 mode. A MIFARE SAM AV2 is initially in MIFARE SAM AV1 compatibility mode. 

It can be switched to the MIFARE SAM AV2 by executing a host authentication with the 

SAM Master Key using the SAM_LockUnlock command. Note that MIFARE SAM AV2 

mode activation is thus only possible if the SAM Master Key is configured as an AES128 
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or AES192 key. During this activation authentication, the maximal message size under 

command chaining (MaxChainBlocks) is set. Once switched to MIFARE SAM AV2 mode 

there is no mean to switch back.

When the MIFARE SAM AV2 mode is activated, the Key Storage Table (except the SAM 

Master Key) gets reset.

8.5.2 MIFARE SAM AV1 compatibility mode SAM-Host protection

In AV1 compatibility mode, SAM access and SAM-Host communication is protected by the 

increased security mode exactly like for the MIFARE SAM AV1. The protection 

mechanism is explained in the following subsection.

8.5.2.1 Increased security - CMAC calculation

The MIFARE SAM AV2 offers the possibility to send each command on a higher security 

level by applying a CMAC. If activated, the MIFARE SAM AV2 requires a logical channel 

with an active host authentication to be defined for CMAC calculation to accept any 

command. 

The CMAC is calculated and padded according to the NIST Special Publication 800-38B, 

which gives a recommendation for block cipher modes of operation.

The following commands of the MIFARE SAM AV2 do not apply the explained CMAC 

mechanism:

• SAM_AuthenticateHost

• SAM_GetChallenge, SAM_InternalAuthenticate and SAM_ExternalAuthenticate

Commands already protected by encryption apply the explained CMAC mechanism only 

for the direction which is not protected:

• SAM_ChangeKeyEntry for the command APDU 

• SAM_ChangeKUCEntry for the command APDU

• SAM_DumpSessionKey for the response APDU

• SAM_ChangeKeyMIFARE for the response APDU 

8.5.3 MIFARE SAM AV2 mode SAM-Host protection 

Two kinds of host authentication can be distinguished. The first is used for locking and 

unlocking the SAM. 

The second kind is used to get the access rights to execute certain commands. It only 

affects the SAM status for the LC it is executed over and can be used to set up a SAC 

over this LC if preferred by the host. Once authenticated, three different protection modes 

on the LC are foreseen: plain, MAC Protection and Full Protection (i.e. by MACs and 

encryption). This host authentication is executed by using the SAM_AuthenticateHost 

command.

Note that whether and when host authentications (be it for unlocking or for gaining access 

rights) are required depends on the SAM configuration and is explained in Ref. 1.
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8.6 MIFARE SAM AV2 command set

For better readability of the following command descriptions, the logical channel number 

of the CLA byte is set to default 00b.

8.6.1 SAM security and configuration commands

 

Table 7. SAM security and configuration commands

Command Description

SAM_DisableCrypto This command allows the permanent and irreversible disabling of the cryptographic functionality 

of the MIFARE SAM AV2.

Successful host authentication with one of the three keys stored in KeyNo 00h is required to send 

this command.

SAM_LockUnlock The command SAM_LockUnlock (INS = 10h) is used to run a mutual authentication between the 

SAM and host system. The host authentication consists of three parts. Such an authentication 

proves that both the SAM and the host contain the same secret, namely the AES key Kx. The 

terminology, notations and state descriptions for SAM_LockUnlock are provided in Ref. 1.

SAM_AuthenticateHost AV1 compatibility mode: 

The command SAM_AuthenticateHost is used to run a mutual 3-pass authentication between the 

MIFARE SAM AV2 and host system.

Such an authentication proves that both the MIFARE SAM AV2 and the host contain the same 

secret, namely a DES, TDEA or AES key and generates a session key for further cryptographic 

operations.

A host authentication is required to:

• Load or update keys into the MIFARE SAM AV2

• Modify key usage counter limits

• Activate the MIFARE SAM AV2 after reset (if configured accordingly in the configuration 

settings (SET) of KeyNo 00h)

SAM_ActivateOfflineKey SAM_ActivateOfflineKey is to be used in AV2 mode to activate both OfflineCrypto and 

OfflineChange keys.

SAM_LoadInitVector The command SAM_LoadInitVector is used to load an init vector for the next cryptographic 

operation into the MIFARE SAM AV2.

The loaded init vector will be applied in the next cryptographic operation independent from the 

‘Keep IV’ setting of the key entry except for the authentication commands where the init vector is 

reset to zero.

SAM_KillAuthentication AV1 compatibility mode:

Invalidates any kind of authentication in the logical channel the command is issued.

SAM_SelectApplication The command SAM_SelectApplication is the equivalent of the SelectApplication command of 

DESFire. The MIFARE SAM AV2 generates a list of available keys linked to the specified 

Application ID as defined in the key entry property ‘DF_AID’.

The MIFARE SAM AV2 generates a list of available keys per DESFire AID and DESFire key 

number. For every key number, up to 6 key versions can be stored in the list (so it can read the 

keys from maximum two key entries per DESFire AID and DESFire key number). This list is filled 

starting with key entry zero. If the KST contains more than 6 key versions per DESFire AID and 

DESFIRE key number, only the first 6 versions will be listed.
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SAM_IsoGetChallenge/

SAM_GetRandom

AV1 compatibility mode

In AV1 compatibility mode, this is the first part of an ISO compliant authentication sequence 

returning a random number. The command can obviously also be used for simply generating a 

random number but it has to be taken into account that the MIFARE SAM AV2 internally is set into 

a state indicating that an authentication procedure is ongoing, if the requested random number 

length is 8 byte or 16 byte. Consequently, the command called after getting the random number 

will be aborted (except SAM_IsoExternalAuthenticate). After this abortion the MIFARE SAM AV2 

resets its state and returns to normal operation.

For a complete and valid authentication procedure, the three commands SAM_IsoGetChallenge, 

SAM_IsoExternalAuthenticate and SAM_IsoInternalAuthenticate have to be called in sequence 

without interrupting the sequence by another command.

AV2 mode

In AV2 mode, this command is only available to get random numbers. In this case, there are no 

special constraints on the expected length for the challenge.

SAM_IsoExternalAuthen

ticate

This command is part of an ISO compliant authentication procedure consisting of 

SAM_IsoGetChallenge, SAM_IsoExternalAuthenticate and SAM_IsoInternalAuthenticate. It can 

be used by a host for authenticating the MIFARE SAM AV2.

Note that this command is only available in AV1 compatibility mode.

Such an authentication proves that both the MIFARE SAM AV2 and the host contain the same 

secret, namely a DES, TDEA or AES key, and generates a session key for further cryptographic 

operations.

SAM_IsoInternalAuthent

icate

This command is part of an ISO compliant authentication procedure consisting of 

SAM_IsoGetChallenge, SAM_IsoExternalAuthenticate and SAM_IsoInternalAuthenticate. It can 

be used by a host for authenticating the MIFARE SAM AV2.

Note that this command is only available in AV1 compatibility mode.

Such an authentication proves that both the MIFARE SAM AV2 and the host contain the same 

secret, namely a DES, TDEA or AES key, and generates a session key for further cryptographic 

operations.

SAM_GetVersion The SAM_GetVersion command returns manufacturing related data of the MIFARE SAM AV2.

The SAM_GetVersion command can be used to detect whether a SAM has been switched to the 

MIFARE SAM AV2 mode.

SAM_Sleep Will force the MIFARE SAM AV2 to put a connected RC52x or RC663 into sleep mode and itself 

into idle mode to reduce power consumption.

The MIFARE SAM AV2 will answer the command and afterwards switch to idle mode.

The MIFARE SAM AV2 will automatically return to normal operation after receiving the first 

character of the next command. The RC52x or RC663 will stay in sleep mode until a command is 

issued which utilizes the reader IC. Then the MIFARE SAM AV2 automatically carries out the 

wake-up sequence before starting the requested operation.

Table 7. SAM security and configuration commands …continued

Command Description
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8.6.2 SAM key management commands

 

Table 8. SAM key management commands

Command Description

AV1 compatibility mode

SAM_ChangeKeyEntry This command updates any key entry of the KST.

The complete data set of the full key entry must always be sent, and it will be programmed to the 

non-volatile memory of the MIFARE SAM AV2 as defined in the non-volatile ProMas. 

SAM_GetKeyEntry The SAM_GetKeyEntry command allows reading the contents of the key entry specified in the 

parameter KeyNo.

Instead of the full keys on positions a, b and c, only their key version will be returned, each 

packed in one byte.

This command can be issued without valid (host) authentication.

SAM_ChangeKUCEntry This command updates any key usage counter entry stored in the MIFARE SAM AV2.

Always limit, KeyNoCKUC and KeyVCKUC have to be sent; the parameter ProMas defines which 

properties are programmed into the MIFARE SAM AV2 non-volatile memory.

Successful host authentication with the key specified in KeyNoCKUC of the current KUC entry is 

required.

SAM_GetKUCEntry The SAM_GetKUCEntry command allows reading the data of the key usage counter entry 

specified within the Parameter RefNoKUC.

This command can be issued without valid (host) authentication.

SAM_DumpSessionKey The command SAM_DumpSessionKey can be used to retrieve the session key generated by the 

MIFARE SAM AV2.

The session key could be retrieved either in plain or encrypted with the session key of any logical 

channel. A CRC is appended before encryption as usual.

This feature is necessary if cryptographic operations like en-/decipher should be handled by the 

terminal microcontroller instead of the MIFARE SAM AV2. As this feature can be seen as a 

potential security risk if not used in the correct way, it can be en-/disabled using the configuration 

settings of every key entry.

SAM_DisableKeyEntry The SAM_DisableKeyEntry command disables a key entry. After executing this command, the 

corresponding disable flag in the key entry is set and the key entry cannot be used anymore for 

authentication and key change procedures. The key entry can still be read by a 

SAM_GetKeyEntry command. To reactivate the entry, a SAM_ChangeKeyEntry command has to 

be issued. All fields in the key entry can still be changed by this command even if the entry has 

been disabled.

AV2 Mode

The following rows give an outlook of the changes compared to the AV1 compatibility mode. All commands except 

SAM_GetKUCEntry got partially or completely redefined for the AV2 mode. For more information see Ref. 1.

SAM_ChangeKeyEntry 

and 

SAM_ChangeKUCEntry

In the AV1 version, there are two possibilities for changing key and KUC entries via the 

SAM_ChangeKeyEntry and SAM_ChangeKUCEntry respectively. Which possibility is used, 

depends on whether the "allow crypto with secret key" of the change key, i.e. the key referenced 

by KeyNoCEK or KeyNoCKUC respectively, was set. If set, this allowed for offline preparation of 

the key/KUC changing cryptogram. 

In the new MIFARE SAM AV2 mode, these two possibilities are still supported, but which 

possibility is used depends on the key class of the change key. Change keys are either Host Keys 

or OfflineChange Keys. The second class will allow offline command generation.

SAM_GetKeyEntry The SAM_GetKeyEntry command allows reading the contents of the key entry specified in the 

parameter KeyNo.

Instead of the full keys on positions a, b and c, only their key version will be returned, each 

packed in one byte.

This command can be issued without valid (host) authentication.
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8.6.3 Data processing commands

 

SAM_DumpSessionKey The command SAM_DumpSessionKey can only be used to retrieve the session key of an 

established authentication with a DESFire or MIFARE Plus PICC. So an active PICC 

authentication (for these card types) is required.

The session key can be retrieved in plain or encrypted, depending on the SAM-Host protection 

mode of the logical channel. In Plain and MAC Protection mode, the dump is done in plain; in Full 

Protection the key is encrypted (as any other response data field). Under MAC Protection, the 

response data field can optionally be encrypted if requested via setting bit 0 of P1.

This command cannot be used for secret key dumping.

SAM_DumpSecretKey SAM_DumpSecretKey allows dumping any of the PICC keys (except MIFARE Classic keys) or 

OfflineCrypto keys.

SAM_DisableKeyEntry In AV2 mode, two possibilities are supported, similar to the SAM_ChangeKeyEntry command. 

Which possibility is used depends on the key class of the change key. Change keys are either 

Host Keys or OfflineChange Keys. The second class will allow offline command generation.

Table 8. SAM key management commands …continued

Command Description

Table 9. Data processing commands

Command Description

AV1 compatibility mode

SAM_Verify_MAC The SAM_Verify_MAC command verifies the MAC which was sent by the DESFire PICC or any 

other system based on the given MACed plain text data and the currently valid cryptographic key.

The applied MAC algorithm depends on the key typ. 

The command can also be used for verifying only a part of a MAC. The number of MAC bytes to be 

verified is defined by parameter P2.

SAM_Generate_MAC The SAM_Generate_MAC command creates a MAC which is meant to be sent to the DESFire 

PICC or any other system based on the given plain text data and the currently valid cryptographic 

key.

The applied MAC algorithm depends on the key type.

SAM_Decipher_Data The SAM_Decipher_Data command deciphers data packages sent by a DESFire PICC, any other 

system or a MIFARE card based on the currently valid cryptographic key and returns plain data to 

the PCD.

SAM_Encipher_Data The SAM_Encipher_Data command creates data packages which are meant to be sent to a 

DESFire PICC or any other system based on the given plain text data and the currently valid 

cryptographic key.

To do so, the plain data is en-ciphered in cipher block chaining send mode. CRC and padding 

bytes are appended automatically.

AV2 Mode

The MIFARE SAM AV1 supported the execution of cryptographic operations (MACing, encryption) using the SAM data 

processing commands with a key that allowed "Crypto with secret key". So the same primitives as used for the DESFire 

communication are also accessible for so-called offline cryptographic operations (i.e. crypto operations that are not part of 

the SAM-Host or SAM-PICC communication protocols). 

For the MIFARE SAM AV2 this kind of functionality is still supported. The "Crypto with secret key" operation is replaced by a 

separate key class, called OfflineCrypto Keys. The existing SAM data processing commands are extended to support full 

length MAC generation and verification; also new commands for executing standard CBC encryption and decryption are 

provided.

The existing SAM data processing commands (SAM_Generate_MAC, SAM_Verify_MAC, SAM_Encipher_Data and 

SAM_Decipher_Data) can still be used to support DESFire communication, by issuing them in an LC with an active PICC 

authentication (SAM_AuthenticatePICC). These commands and the new SAM_EncipherOffline_Data and 

SAM_DecipherOffline_Data can be used with OfflineCrypto Keys if issued in an LC with an active OfflineCrypto key.
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SAM_Verify_MAC The SAM_Verify_MAC command verifies the MAC which was sent by the DESFire PICC or any 

other system based on the given MACed plain text data and the currently valid cryptographic key. 

The valid key has been activated using a valid PICC authentication (SAM_AuthenticatePICC, 

SAM_ISOAuthenticatePICC) in case of a PICC Key or using a valid key activation 

(SAM_ActivateOfflineKey) in case of an OfflineCrypto Key.

The applied MAC algorithm depends on the key type. In case of the AES key types and the 

(3)DES key types 3 and 6, the standard CMAC algorithm is applied.

SAM_Generate_MAC The SAM_Generate_MAC command creates a MAC which is meant to be sent to the DESFire 

PICC or any other system based on the given plain text data and the currently valid cryptographic 

key. The valid key has been activated using a valid PICC authentication (SAM_AuthenticatePICC, 

SAM_ISOAuthenticatePICC) in case of a PICC Key or using a valid key activation 

(SAM_ActivateOfflineKey) in case of an OfflineCrypto Key.

The applied MAC algorithm depends on the key type. In case of the AES key types and the 

(3)DES key types 3 and 6, the standard CMAC algorithm is applied.

SAM_Decipher_Data Same operation as in MIFARE SAM AV1 compatibility mode performed with either a valid PICC 

authentication (SAM_AuthenticatePICC, SAM_ISOAuthenticatePICC or 

SAM_AuthenticateMIFARE) in case of a PICC Key or a valid key activation 

(SAM_ActivateOfflineKey) in case of an OfflineCrypto Key.

SAM_Encipher_Data Same operation as in AV1 compatibility mode and same description.

SAM_DecipherOffline_

Data

The new SAM_DecipherOffline_Data command decrypts data received from any other system 

based on the given cipher text data and the currently valid cryptographic OfflineCrypto Key. The 

valid key has been activated using a valid key activation (SAM_ActivateOfflineKey).

The applied decryption is the block cipher algorithm depending on the key type in CBC mode. The 

IV needs to be loaded via the SAM_LoadInitVector command before issuing this command. If no 

IV was loaded, the zero byte IV is applied. No padding is removed from the decrypted plain text, so 

the output length equals the input length.

The total input size must be a multiple of the block size of the underlying block cipher (depending 

on the key type). In case of command chaining, the SAM immediately starts returning decrypted 

data for the received blocks.

The new SAM_EncipherOffline_Data command encrypts data received from any other system 

based on the given cipher text data and the currently valid cryptographic OfflineCrypto Key. The 

valid key has been activated using a valid key activation (SAM_ActivateOfflineKey).

The applied decryption is the block cipher algorithm depending on the key type in CBC mode. The 

IV needs to be loaded via the SAM_LoadInitVector command before issuing this command. If no 

IV was loaded, the zero byte IV is applied. No padding is added to the plain text, so the output 

length equals the input length.

As a consequence, the total input size must be a multiple of the block size of the underlying block 

cipher (depending on the key type). In case of command chaining, the SAM immediately starts 

returning encrypted data for the received blocks.

Table 9. Data processing commands …continued

Command Description
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8.6.4 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) commands

PKI commands are available to generate public key pairs, to import public keys or key 

pairs, to export public keys or key pairs, to generate and to validate signatures, to 

compute hashes suitable for signature operations and to manage the symmetric Key 

Storage Table.

PKI commands are only available in AV2 mode.

 

Table 10. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) commands

Command Description

PKI_GenerateKeyPair The PKI command PKI_GenerateKeyPair creates a pair of a public and a private key. MIFARE 

SAM AV2 only supports the CRT format. A successful host authentication in the LC using 

SAM_AuthenticateHost with a Host Key is required to execute the PKI_GenerateKeyPair 

command. 

PKI_ImportKey The PKI command PKI_ImportKey imports an RSA key. This can be either a public key or a full 

key pair (including a private key). When a change key (see Ref. 1) is specified, a successful 

host authentication in the LC using SAM_AuthenticateHost with a Host Key is required to 

execute the PKI_ImportKey command. 

PKI_ExportPrivateKey The PKI command PKI_ExportPrivateKey exports a full RSA key entry (i.e including the private 

key if present). The key pair is exported in CRT format.

This command is intended for private key backup after having it created with MIFARE SAM AV2. 

For this reason, this command will only be accepted if the key entry includes a private key and 

private key export is allowed by the PKI SET configuration of the addressed key. The command 

is part of the restricted command set and requires protection with a Host Key change key.

PKI_ExportPublicKey The PKI command PKI_ExportPublicKey exports the public key part of a RSA key pair.

The command is part of the general command set, so its protection depends on the general 

SAM-Host communication protection.

PKI_UpdateKeyEntries The PKI_UpdateKeyEntries command can be used to change key entries of the symmetric key 

storage (KST). Executing this command does not require any protection coming from the 

change key of the key entries (e.g. a Host Authentication in case of a Host Key). Instead the 

command's execution is protected by asymmetric techniques using the PKI support of the SAM.

The command is protected by encrypting the key entries using the RSA encryption. On top a 

digital signature is added using the RSA signature algorithm. This allows offline preparation of 

the cryptogram. The same hashing algorithm is to be used for both MGFs and for the digital 

signature handling (as indicated by the P1 byte).

PKI_GenerateHash The PKI command PKI_GererateHash computes the hash on a data string. The algorithm to be 

used to compute the hash is selected through P1.

PKI_GenerateSignature The PKI command PKI_GenerateSignature generates a signature on a hash given as input 

using one of the two private keys stored in the PKI Key Storage Table.

PKI_SendSignature The PKI command PKI_SendSignature returns a pre-computed signature. The returned 

signature is protected according to the SAM-Host protection in place on the corresponding 

logical channel. 

PKI_VerifySignature The PKI command PKI_VerifySignature verifies the correctness of a signature.
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8.6.5 MIFARE Plus in non-X-mode commands

This section describes the SAM commands that can be used to prepare MIFARE Plus 

commands. The SAM maintains the MIFARE Plus state (e.g. the read and write counters).

 

Table 11. MIFARE Plus in non-X mode commands

Command Description

SAM_AuthenticateMFP SAM_AuthenticateMFP can be used for all MIFARE Plus authentications (e.g. SL1, SL2, 

SL3, originality keys, SL2 re-authentication). The choice of whether a first or following 

authentication is to be performed is indicated in the parameters of the command. Also the 

user has to indicate which session key derivation needs to be used afterwards: no session 

keys needed (SL1 card authentication, originality keys authentication), key derivation to 

continue with SAM_AuthenticateMIFARE (SL2) or session key derivation to continue with 

normal MIFARE Plus transaction (SL3). SAM_AuthenticateMFP only supports the 2-part 

version of the MIFARE Plus Authentication.

SAM_CombinedReadMFP SAM_CombinedReadMFP handles either a MIFARE Plus Read command, a MIFARE Plus 

Read Response or both.

SAM_CombinedWriteMFP SAM_CombinedWriteMFP handles either a MIFARE Plus write command (Write, 

Increment, Decrement, Transfer, Restore, Increment Transfer or Decrement Transfer) or a 

MIFARE Plus write response. Bit 0 of P1 indicates whether it is a command or a response.

SAM_ChangeKeyMFP SAM_ChangeKeyMFP computes the command required to replace a MIFARE Plus key 

with one of the keys stored in the SAM.

SAM_VirtualCardSupportMFP SAM_VirtualCardSupportMFP handles the MIFARE Plus VCS and VCSL commands. One 

SAM_VirtualCardSupport can handle up to 5 command sets. A command set covers a 

block of VCS commands and one concluding VCSL command.

SAM_SelectVirtualCardMFP SAM_SelectVirtualCardMFP handles the MIFARE Plus SVC command.

SAM_ProximityCheckMFP SAM_ProximityCheckMFP is performed in two steps. In the first step, given the data 

collected during the execution of the proximity check protocol with the MIFARE Plus PICC, 

the SAM computes the MAC needed for the final proximity check command. In the second 

step, the SAM verifies the MAC received from the MIFARE Plus PICC.
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8.6.6 MIFARE Classic in non-X-mode commands

The commands in this section can both be used to execute a transaction with a MIFARE 

Classic card and with a MIFARE Plus card in SL2. In the second case, 

SAM_AuthenticateMIFARE is to be used after SAM_AuthenticateMFP to complete a MFP 

SL2 authentication. 

In both cases, after the authentication, the other SAM_xxxMIFARE commands and the 

data processing commands SAM_Decipher_Data and SAM_Encipher_Data can be used 

for further processing.

 

8.6.7 DESFire and ULC in non-X-mode commands

 

Table 12. MIFARE Classic in non-X-mode commands

Command Description

SAM_Authenticate

MIFARE

n this procedure, both the MIFARE card as well as the MIFARE SAM AV2 device show in an encrypted 

way that they posses the same secret which especially means the same key.

SAM_ChangeKey 

MIFARE

AV1 compatibility mode

This command is intended to change a key in a MIFARE card. The command offers the possibility to 

prepare an encrypted stream to be written to a MIFARE 1k or MIFARE 4k card containing the desired 

keys and the given access conditions on the one hand and reading out a single MIFARE key to be 

used for any kind of MIFARE transaction in a host system directly on the other hand. In the latter case, 

the key can be retrieved encrypted from the MIFARE SAM AV2 using the current available session key 

of the channel (host authentication required). The first case requires an active MIFARE authentication 

for producing the stream to be sent to the card.AV2 mode (used for key retrieval)

In MIFARE SAM AV2 mode, the existing command, SAM_ChangeKeyMIFARE (used for key retrieval), 

can still be used to retrieve a PICC Key of key type 010, i.e. a MIFARE Classic key.

The use of this command to change keys on MIFARE Classic cards is the same as the one described 

for the AV1 compatibility mode.

The only difference with AV1 is that whether the secret key is retrieved in plain or encrypted depends 

on the SAM-Host protection mode of the logical channel.

Table 13. DESFire and ULC in non-X-mode commands

Command Description

SAM_AuthenticatePICC In this procedure both the PICC as well as the MIFARE SAM AV2 device show in an encrypted 

way that they posses the same secret which especially means the same key. This procedure 

not only confirms that both entities are permitted to do operations on each other but also 

creates a session key which can be used to keep the further communication path secure. As 

the name ‘session key’ implicitly indicates, each time a new authentication procedure is 

successfully completed a new key for further cryptographic operations is obtained. 

SAM_IsoAuthenticatePICC The ISO authentication procedure is intended to authenticate with a card using the standard 

ISO commands GetChallenge, ExternalAuthenticate and InternalAuthenticate. This 

authentication procedure can be used to authenticate a DESFire PICC but also another 

MIFARE SAM AV2. However, the MIFARE SAM AV2 will treat the authentication procedure as 

a PICC authentication, which means that commands requiring a host authentication will not be 

available.

SAM_ChangeKeyPICC This command generates the cryptogram that has to be sent to the PICC in order to change 

any key stored in the PICC. Both the current and the new key need to be stored in the KST to 

execute this command. This means a new PICC key needs to be loaded into the MIFARE SAM 

AV2, prior to issuing this command.
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8.6.8 RC52x or RC663 configuration commands

 

8.6.9 ISO14443 commands

 

Table 14. RC522x or RC663 configuration commands

Command Description

RC_ReadRegister Read the content of one or more register(s) of the connected reader chip.

The command allows reading 255 registers with one command. If a register address is listed more 

than once in the data field, the content of this register will be re-read every time.

RC_WriteRegister Write the content of one or more register(s) of the connected reader chip.

The command allows writing 127 registers with one command. If a register address with its related 

content is listed more than once in the data field, the content of this register will be re-written every 

time.

RC_RFControl This command allows the radio frequency field to be turned off and on. The basic behavior is the reset 

functionality where the controller turns off the field for the time given in the data field. If a zero value is 

passed, the field is totally turned off. After turning off the field, to turn it on again, the command can be 

issued with any value other than zero. Take into account that the passed time value also in this case 

will force the MIFARE SAM AV2 to wait this additional time until turning on the field again.

RC_Init Establishes the serial connection between MIFARE SAM AV2 and RC52x or RC663 and initializes the 

reader chip with the register values stored in the selected register value set.

RC_LoadRegister 

ValueSet

Stores a customer defined register value set for the RC52x or RC663 in the non-volatile memory of the 

MIFARE SAM AV2. This set can then be used for initializing the reader chip with the RC_Init 

command. The address of and the related value for the register have to be placed consecutively in the 

command data field of the APDU.

Table 15. ISO14443 commands

Command Description

ISO14443-3_Request_Wakeup Issue a request or wake-up command.

ISO14443-3_Anticollision_Select Perform bit-wise anticollision and select. The anticollision and the following select are 

performed according to the select code in the data field.

ISO14443-3_ActivateIdle Carries out one or several request - anticollision - select sequences and returns the 

SAK and the UID of the selected card(s). The ATQA is returned for every request 

issued, this means for every newly activated card. Due to the fact that the resulting 

ATQA is the OR-function of all ATQAs, the value may change frequently.

ISO14443-3_ActivateWakeup The command reactivates and selects a card that has previously been set to Halt 

state. The command takes the UID of the card to reactivate.

ISO14443-3_HaltA The command puts a selected card into Halt state.

ISO14443-3_TransparentExchange Exchange bytes/bits transparently. The MIFARE SAM AV2 will take the user data and 

send it without changing, inserting or appending any content to the contactless card. 

Appending of a CRC, time-out settings, etc. have to be configured by directly writing 

the RC52x or RC663 registers. Take into account that switching settings of the reader 

chip influence all subsequent MIFARE SAM AV2 commands proposing the correct 

reader chip settings, i.e. ISO14443- 4_Exchange.

ISO14443-4_RATS_PPS Execute a combined RATS and PPS sequence to prepare a card for T=CL data 

exchange.

The CID assigned to the card will be assigned to the current logical channel. This 

means, every further ISO14443-4 command issued in this logical channel will be 

executed using this CID automatically.

ISO14443-4_Init Initialize the T = CL protocol. The intent of this command is to configure the protocol 

for data exchanges. This is necessary if a card was already activated and configured 

for doing data exchanges without using the ISO14443-4_RATS_PPS command.

ISO14443-4_Exchange Exchange bytes according to ISO/IEC 14443-4 T = CL protocol.
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8.6.10 MIFARE Classic in X-mode commands

The commands in this section can both be used to execute a transaction with a MIFARE 

Classic card and with a MIFARE Plus card in SL2. In the second case, MF_Authenticate, 

MF_AuthenticatedRead or MF_AuthenticatedWrite is to be used after MFP_Authenticate 

to complete a MFP SL2 authentication. Afterwards, the other MF_xxx commands can be 

used for further processing.

 

ISO14443-4_PresenceCheck Check if an activated card is still in the field.

ISO14443-4_Deselect Deselect an activated card. The CID is freed by this command. If the deselect fails, 

the CID will not be freed and cannot be used for activating another card. This behavior 

might be overridden by setting a flag in the P1 byte. CIDs can also be freed using the 

ISO14443-4_FreeCID command.

ISO14443-4_FreeCID Free one, more, or all currently assigned CIDs. This command might be necessary if 

several deselect commands failed and the CIDs were not forced to be freed but the 

card is deactivated or no longer available in the field.

Table 15. ISO14443 commands …continued

Command Description

Table 16. MIFARE Classic in X-mode commands

Command Description

MF_Authenticate Performs an authentication with a MIFARE card. The MIFARE key has to be stored in the MIFARE SAM 

AV2 and is referenced by a parameter in the command data field. The key can be diversified if 

necessary.

MF_Read Read one or several blocks of a MIFARE card and return the data. If more than one block is read, the 

MIFARE SAM AV2 accesses the blocks in the same order as addresses listed in the command data 

field. The order of the returned data is the same as the order of addresses in the data field.

MF_Write Write one or several blocks of a MIFARE card. If more than one block is written, the MIFARE SAM AV2 

accesses the blocks in the same order as addresses listed in the command data field. The command 

supports writing of 16 bytes encrypted for MIFARE 1k and MIFARE 4k cards as well as writing 16 bytes 

or 4 bytes plain for MIFARE Ultralight cards. The length can be selected by bit 0 of parameter byte P2. If 

16 bytes block write is selected, the MIFARE SAM AV2 decides whether encryption shall be used by 

checking the authentication state. If a MIFARE authentication has been completed, the data is 

encrypted. Encrypted writing of 4 byte blocks is not supported.

MF_ValueWrite Write one or several value blocks of a MIFARE card. If more than one block is written, the MIFARE SAM 

AV2 accesses the blocks in the same order as addresses listed in the command data field. Since a 

MIFARE card uses 12 bytes for storing a four-byte value, the address to write in the last four bytes has 

to be specified by the user (’address’ parameter).

MF_Increment Increment one or several value blocks on a MIFARE card. Every increment is confirmed automatically 

by sending the transfer command directly afterwards. The user has to define the source address of the 

value block to be incremented and the destination address of the value block to store the result. If more 

than one block is incremented, the MIFARE SAM AV2 accesses the blocks in the same order as 

addresses listed in the command data field.

MF_Decrement Decrement one or several value blocks on a MIFARE card. Every decrement is confirmed automatically 

by sending the Transfer command directly afterwards. The user has to define the source address of the 

value block to be decremented and the destination address of the value block to store the result. If more 

than one block is decremented, the MIFARE SAM AV2 accesses the blocks in the same order as 

addresses listed in the command data field.

MF_Restore Copy one or several value blocks on a MIFARE card. If more than one block is copied, the MIFARE 

SAM AV2 accesses the blocks in the same order as addresses listed in the command data field. The 

order of the status code is the same as the order of addresses in the data field.
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MF_Authenticated

Read

Performs an authentication with subsequent reading of blocks on a MIFARE card. The command allows 

authenticating and reading several different blocks on the card within one command. Several blocks can 

be read without re-authenticating, but also several blocks with different authentications. For each block 

address needing a new authentication, the key to authenticate with and whether it shall be diversified 

has to be specified. If a key is used for accessing different blocks but a new authentication is necessary, 

these blocks have to be listed consecutively in the data field and the re-use to be indicated by a flag. If 

more than one block is read, the MIFARE SAM AV2 accesses the blocks in the same order as 

addresses listed in the command data field. The order of the returned data is the same as the order of 

addresses in the data field.

MF_Authenticated

Write

Performs an authentication with subsequent writing of blocks on a MIFARE card. The command allows 

authenticating and writing several different blocks on the card within one command. Several blocks can 

be written without re-authenticating, but also several blocks with different authentications. For each 

block address needing a new authentication, the key to authenticate with and whether it shall be 

diversified has to be specified. If a key is used for accessing different blocks, these blocks have to be 

listed consecutively in the data field and the re-use to be indicated by a flag. If more than one block is 

written, the MIFARE SAM AV2 accesses the blocks in the same order as addresses listed in the 

command data field.

MF_ChangeKey This command is intended to change a key in a MIFARE card. The command offers the possibility to 

prepare and write an encrypted data stream to a MIFARE 1k or MIFARE 4k card containing the desired 

keys and the given access conditions. The first case requires an active MIFARE authentication for 

producing the stream to be sent to the card.

This command is able to generate a diversified MIFARE standard key, based on a MIFARE key stored in 

the MIFARE SAM AV2, a TDEA key stored in the MIFARE SAM AV2, the UID of the MIFARE standard 

PICC and the block address on the MIFARE standard card. The TDEA key applied for the diversification 

is referenced in the MIFARE key entry.

Table 16. MIFARE Classic in X-mode commands …continued

Command Description
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